100 Sight Word Mini-Books: Instant Fill-in Mini-Books That Teach 100 Essential Sight Words (Teaching Resources)
Synopsis

No cutting or stapling—just fold and they’re ready to use! These adorable reproducible books give emergent readers plenty of practice reading and writing each of the top 100 sight words. Each mini-book teaches one high-frequency word and features an engaging rhyming poem that kids complete, then a word search to reinforce learning. Plus, teaching tips and extension activities! For use with Grades K-2.
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Customer Reviews

Be aware that this book’s pages must be photocopied to be usable. The description states "no cutting or stapling—just fold and they’re ready to use!" What I missed was that I have to photocopy it first, and just fold and use the COPY. I could tell that they were designed to be reproducible, but it wasn’t clear that the book can NOT be used as a consumable, as I was planning with my 4 year old. The mini books are printed front and back, so I can’t tear out a page and make a book out of it, as I was hoping. Also, these are not in color, as shown on the cover. They are in black and white. The preview does not show an actual mini book page, so I didn’t know this, either. For what it is, it’s a great resource. But I was looking for a colorful, consumable tear-out activity book.
This book is very good. It has an advantage of 3 ways to teach each sight word, writing it, using it in 4 short sentences and then the cute word find which is simple for kids trying to learn those first sight words.

This is a great book to use for help students learn their sight words. The mini books focus on one sight word at a time. These books definitely help struggling readers and ELL students.

These mini's are easy to copy, put together and give to the kids for that extra short reading assignment called "Practise makes perfect!"

Really not thrilled with this for my daughter but I am sure it would be great for teachers who are planning on reproducing pages for classes. Was hoping she could make some sight word books, but each page is printed on both sides so I have to copy them for her to make. Would also prefer perforated pages so I could pull them out easier.

Looks like great resource just upset that I have to pay another $10-$15 to make photocopies so I can use the pages. Not quite the bargain I planned on. Great for teachers, overpriced for one child home use.

I just received this and am very disappointed at the authors and at for showing a VERY deceptive title. These are NOT 100 Mini-books, it is ONE book where you can copy each page and fold it into a mini-book. It is a tremendous amount of work if you bought it for your son or daughter to learn. I am returning it.

Great book for my kindergartners learning their sight words...only issue is that the word search is hard for them but I am sure that once they do it a few times they will get the hang of it. Shipping was ok took 10 days...I ordered it on Sat oct 5th and received it on tuesday oct 15th.
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